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Your memories
of lockdown

Please be aware that the shop is located on
the first floor via a staircase. If access is an
issue we have a ground floor room available
where products can be brought down for
viewing by our dedicated customer
service team.
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Your Parish Council
Martyn Bennett		
07973 300346		

Wisteria Cottage, Fisherwick
martynbennett@yahoo.com

John Cannon		
01543 432171		

7 Main Street, Whittington
jandkcannon@virginmedia.com

Richard Cotterill 32 Back Lane, Whittington
		richcotty@hotmail.co.uk
John Heeler		
01543 304833		

28 Church Street, Whittington
john.heeler@ntlworld.com

Garry Hyde		
01543 433190		

11 Neal Croft, Whittington
gazmalloy@gmail.com

Andrew Jackson
07753 651 458		

Norcis, Main Street, Whittington
andrew@andrewjackson.me.uk

Paul Jansz		 7 Swan Road, Whittington
07899985718		 pauldavidjansz@hotmail.com

In line with the Parish
Council’s desire to engage
more with the community
you will find reports in this
edition from the Chairman
of the PC, the Parish Clerk
and Chairmen of the main
sub-committees. We hope
you enjoy reading these
reports. As previously, at the
beginning of each article is
the author’s name. Articles
written by Parish Councillors
represent current policy
and are endorsed by the
Parish Council. However,
views expressed in articles
written by members
of the community or
representatives of village
organisations do not
necessarily represent current
policy and have not been
endorsed by the Council.

Chris Millar		
01543 433189		

95 Back Lane, Whittington
chrismillar25@hotmail.com

Jonathan Smith		
01543 432002		

2 The Coach House, Whittington
whitsmith@btinternet.com

Julia Spencer		
01543 432238		

Crossroads, Back Lane, Whittington
juliaj_spencer@hotmail.co.uk

Have your say...

Connor Walton		
01543 432842		

Park House, Fisherwick Road
connor.walton@lincoln.ox.ac.uk

Anthony Ward		
01543 432377		

The Bell Inn, Main Street, Whittington
thebellinnwhittington@hotmail.co.uk

Bob Wood		
01543 305668		

5 Swan Cottages, Whittington
bursley2@icloud.com

Gemma Griffith
07764496028		

gemmagriffith3799@outlook.com

If you have any comments to
make about any of the issues
raised in this edition of
Connect please do contact
any Councillor, the Parish
Clerk or put your comments
in writing and pop it in the
new suggestion box in Chris
and Martin’s Newsagent on
Main Street.

Chris Crump		 60 Back Lane, Whittington
07850064879
chrissiecrump@outlook.com
		
		

Parish Clerk

David Walton		 Park House, Fisherwick Road
07703101611		 davidjfwalton@aol.com
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A final ‘Farewell’
Martyn Bennett - retiring Chairman

In the March issue of Connect, I announced
that at the end of April I would be standing down
as Chair of the Parish Council. However, with
the lockdown and the consequences for us all, I
delayed my departure so that I could continue to
play my part in the planning and implementation
of support activities for our community.The new
Chair will be elected at the September meeting.
I look back at my five years as Chair with much
fondness and happiness, not only at what the
Parish Council has achieved, but especially the
people I have worked with, those who I have
met, those who have given advice and those who
have become good friends. Together, as a team,
we have listened, debated and developed a real
understanding of the needs and concerns of

our community, and how best to address these
matters in both the short and long terms.
I must reiterate my thanks to all the Parish
Councillors for their hard work and support
that has enabled a great deal of progress to
take place. A special mention to Garry Hyde
and David Walton for always being there with
guidance and practical advice – not least in
mastering Zoom!
It has been an exciting, invigorating and
productive five years and I thank you all for
giving me this opportunity. I send you all my best
wishes for a safe and happy future.
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Whittington & Fisherwick
Good Neighbour Scheme

Repairs to Cappers Lane

Terry Tricker

Cllr Chris Millar

I would like to tell you about the enormous
changes that have taken place in 2020 since the
Covid 19 pandemic took hold. It is perhaps not
surprising that the number of our clients has
gone up, although not by quite as much as we
may have expected. It has increased by 12
from 82 to 94.
One of the few benefits of Covid is that we
have had a very significant increase in new
volunteers, by over 30. As most of them are
younger it bodes well for the future health of the
scheme. The irony is that despite the increased
number of clients and additional volunteers,
the number of jobs requested has dropped
dramatically. From March to May last year we did
138 jobs, this year it was only 77. Furthermore
the jobs this year have been generally confined
to shopping and prescription collection which
take much less time than a hospital trip even to
Samuel Johnson. The new clients have used us
quite a lot, which highlights even more the huge
drop in demand from our traditional client base.
I am going to suggest some possible reasons why
there has been such a significant decrease but it
will be interesting to hear from clients themselves
why it has happened and so dramatically.
•

We are seldom asked to do shopping
or collect prescriptions for our clients so
perhaps their family have always done that
for them.

•

Maybe clients who would normally shop
for themselves have taken advantage
of the delivery systems. This may have
been sorted by family or they have
taken advantage of the options set out
in our letter of early April. I know that
the Tamworth Coop service has been
particularly appreciated.

•

Maybe friends and neighbours who are
normally working have been able to help
our clients during this difficult period for
us all.

It does now appear that with the opening up
of many businesses and the call from the NHS
to their normal patients to start attending
Hospitals and their GP surgeries that demand
will steadily start to increase again. Certainly,
we have 2 hospital appointments in the next
couple of weeks. Unlike many voluntary driving
organisations, we are continuing to operate whilst
following the detailed Government guidelines.
Fortunately, we now have a team of volunteers,
including a good proportion of new ones, who
are young enough to do these jobs for us.They
will be equipped with all the necessary PPE
including masks, gloves and excellent visors
donated by a Company making them for the
NHS. Sadly, this gradual lifting of lockdown may
also mean that some of our new volunteers may
have to return to work, but we wish them well
and thank them for their contribution whilst they
were able.

After lengthy negotiations Whittington and
Fisherwick Parish Council is delighted to inform
residents that, at long last, County Highways
have brought forward detailed proposals for
repairing the road surface on Cappers Lane.
The Parish Council would like to thank Cllr Alan
White, County Councillor for Lichfield Rural
East Division, Cllr Helen Fisher, Cabinet Member
for Highways and Transport and Tim Heminsley,
Strategic Community Infrastructure Manager,
Lichfield and Tamworth districts for their help and
support.
The proposals are as follows;
Cappers Lane will be divided into three sections.
The first section runs from the junction with
Church Street/Lichfield Road to the sharp bend,
approx. 100 metres and is widely recognised as
the worst section. It is proposed to reconstruct
the road surface by digging out the old tarmac
and laying a new road. Drainage issues will
also be resolved at the same time.This work
has been identified as a priority and is on

County Highway’s list of potential schemes
to be delivered as part of the 2020/2021
structural maintenance programme. However,
there is a small chance that it will have to wait
until the next financial year due to a lower
than anticipated level of extra funding for road
surfacing projects in South Staffordshire.
The second section is from the bend towards
Lichfield for approx 900metres. It is proposed to
surface dress this section (tar and chip). Surface
dressing involves fixing the potholes first and
then covering the road surface with the surface
dressing. The pothole repairs will be completed
before April 2021 and the surface dressing will
happen sometime between April and
October 2021.
The remaining section of Cappers Lane to the
A38 junction is still subject to potential changes
as a result of HS2. County Highways have been
informed that there could be significant changes
to the road network on Cappers Lane around
the Park Lane junction area. Because of this
County Highways cannot at present give any
details for repairs to this section.
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Progress on
The Old School site on Main Street
Cllr John Cannon
Many of you will be aware that at long last
redevelopment work has started several years
after the Youth Centre closed down and the
site was put up for sale by Staffordshire.
The most obvious change has been the safe
demolition of the old prefab building which will
eventually be replaced with a terrace of three
new 3-bedroom houses. Another three will be
constructed within the body of the site, along
with dedicated parking spaces for all 8 new
dwellings. This includes the listed Old School
House and the building facing Church Street
which will be converted to residential use. Less
obviously, at the time of writing, site strip works
are proceeding apace, and the more recently
built substandard toilet block attached to the rear
of the schoolhouse has been demolished. It will
be replaced by new better quality construction
which will accommodate one of the two

bedrooms planned, the other being located
at mezzanine level so as to preserve the old
schoolroom as a single open living space.
By the time you read this in all probability
foundation and main drainage works will also
be well advanced.
Not surprisingly, there has been considerable
interest within the village as the work proceeds
which the Site Agent clearly understands.
Nevertheless, he has asked for the community’s
forbearance because Health and Safety legislation
applying to the site means that access has to be
strictly controlled. We will of course keep you
updated as work proceeds but in the meantime,
although the works area is fenced off, it would
be appreciated if people resist the temptation to
enter the site entrance unannounced.
Thank you all for your co-operation.

Bit End Field Pavilion – Opening
Cllr Bob Wood/David Walton – Parish Clerk
The coronavirus pandemic forced the Parish
Council to close the pavilion as all of us were
asked to remain indoors as much as possible.
This impacted particularly on the sports
clubs that regularly use the field and pavilion.
However the Government has now relaxed
some of these restrictions and sports clubs
are now able to resume their games and
training. However the Parish Council still
needs to minimise the risks to users and
staff and is implementing a number of
safety measures, including:
1. Installing signage detailing social distancing
and hand washing etc.
2. The clubs themselves to put a system in
place to record the contact details of users
(Track and Trace). We do have to adhere to
data protection requirements here.
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3. Users to be responsible for cleaning after
use and recording that cleaning has taken place.
4.

Cleaning equipment available for users.

5. Hand sanitiser will be available at entrances
to the main room and entrance to changing
rooms/ kitchen/toilets
6.

Use of facial masks by users when practical.

7. Good ventilation practiced throughout
(windows and doors opened).
8.

Maximum of 20 Persons in the main area.

9.

Changing rooms not to be used.
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Woodhouse Farm and Garden CIC

Environment Committee
Meeting - current update

Annamarie Stone

Cllr Garry Hyde

Unsure of the future I would like to think we
have survived the madness of Coronavirus
and are moving slowly on the journey back
to some normality. We would like to take this
opportunity to thank you all for your support
which in turn bolstered our small efforts to
support those in the community who needed
a little help from us.

3.

Heathland restoration and use of the old
playing fields in Common Lane is still under
discussion.

It was an extremely full Agenda and it was good
to see faces again, even in strange circumstances.

4.

Climate Change and other Environment
issues, including ways to alleviate loneliness
are also under review. A policy and action
plan is being prepared.This is an area of
great importance and will be the subject
of in-depth discussions with all interested
parties.

The following items of interest were discussed:

2020, though only halfway through, has been
a very strange year with highs such as our
nomination for The Queen’s Award for Voluntary
Services, though unsuccessful we hope it showed
how all our volunteers’ excellent contributions
are appreciated. We have also seen successes in
funding that will allow us to grow volunteering
opportunities and start repairs to some of the
grade two listed buildings on the farm.
We hope by the time you read this we will be
back to somewhere near normal and planning
events such as our ‘Apple Harvested and Juicing’
or welcoming you for a big breakfast or cream
tea. Whatever the occasion please remember we
are only a short walk out of the village off Burton
Road, open Fridays and Saturdays 11am-4pm.

The Parish Environment Committee had
a ‘virtual ’meeting on Zoom on
Wednesday 10th June 2020.

Countryside Fair - Following last year’s successful
Countryside Fair, plans are now on hold as the
Fair has become a casualty of Covid-19. We hope
that we may hold a small gathering if and when
things improve and social distancing is relaxed. We
will be looking to hold a Fair in 2021.

Keep up to date with information via
Facebook
Woodhouse Farm and Garden CIC
website
woodhousefarmandgardencic.org.uk

Whittington Wednesday Club

Whittington and Fisherwick Environment
Group (WFEG) - The Parish Council continues
its close links with WFEG regarding climate and
environmental issues.There is an ongoing initiative
for a plastic free Parish and recycling.
The Heart of England Britain in Bloom
competition has been postponed. We will
continue to look towards keeping the Parish in tip
top condition for next year.
Council Priorities
1.

Fred Stack
Hi everyone
The Chairperson and Committee hope you
are all keeping free from the virus and are
finding plenty to do to keep you occupied
during the lockdown.
At the moment it looks unlikely that the Club
will re-open during the next couple of months
but when the restrictions are lifted we will
let you know.
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During the lockdown the Village Hall has been
spruced up, the floor having had its annual polish
and new seats have been ordered. We are all
looking forward to meeting up again, until then,
keep well and stay safe.
The Whittington Wednesday Club Committee

2.

Looking at a new children’s play area in
Bit End Field for the younger members of
the Community is still a priority and work
continues to find the best location and
the best equipment for all of our younger
residents.
Traffic Issues in Common Lane continue
to be of great concern. We are still liaising
with Staffordshire County Council regarding
double yellow lines to prevent parking too
close to the crossroads and have raised
concerns over the faded white lines.

Recreational Issues - We have renovated picnic
benches in Swan Park and painted the outside of
the Tennis Court. Work has been carried out to
smooth bumps on the BMX Track.
New Sub-Station - The proposed new electrical
sub-station in the wooded area in Peregrine
Close is still ongoing, and the necessary land
transfer has been agreed.This will provide a more
resilient supply of electricity to all the residents
AND make it easier to re- route power if there
are electrical breakdowns. All work and costs will
be undertaken by Western Power.
Grounds Maintenance - A new contract was
drawn up this year to amalgamate maintaining
verges and clear weeds from gutters with the
grass cutting contract.This has made a big
difference to the overall look of the Parish.The
delivery of the contract is being closely monitored
by a Councillor.
Litter Picking - Suspended for the time
being. However, the Parish is looking quite tidy,
apart from the ongoing problem of litter
on Bit End Field.
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Proposal to Improve the
Main Street ‘Half Moon’ – Consultation

…have your say!

Mike Kinghan
A proposal to landscape and provide seating
for the turning circle on Main Street, near the
junction with Back Lane and Rock Farm Road
- which has become known as the ‘Half Moon’
- has been put forward by Whittington and
Fisherwick Environment Group (WFEG). The
Parish Council has endorsed the principle of
the scheme, subject to funding and to a positive
response from residents.
Although graced by a planted stone trough
which was installed by WFEG a few years ago
and recently improved by County Council
resurfacing, this is still a bleak area and houses a

bus stop but no seating for waiting passengers.
The space provides an opportunity for an
attractive feature and seating.
Local garden designer Karen Tatlow (https://
karentatlowgardendesign.co.uk/) has very kindly
drawn up two design options that could be
implemented to improve the look of the space
and provide seating both for bus passengers
and for residents to enjoy and as a village
‘friendly bench’. Dropped kerbs would also be
incorporated for prams, wheelchairs etc.

DESIGN A

ARC
SHAPED
RAISED BEDS
This design proposes an arc shaped seat
surrounded by a raised bed. A flower bed
surrounds the outside of the raised bed (at ground
level).The remaining space is laid to grass. Raised bed
to be constructed of rendered blocks or brickwork.
Suggested planting – slow growing, structural and ground
cover evergreen shrubs, mixed with low maintenance perennial
planting if desired.

VOTE DESIGN A
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The land is owned by the County Council but
would be licenced to the Parish Council who
would oversee implementation and maintenance.
Funding is not in place to implement the scheme
but, if it receives the approval of the community,
grants will be sought from external sources.

The Parish Council and WFEG would warmly
welcome residents’ views on the principle and
on the two options which are shown on the
accompanying illustrations.
Please send comments to the Parish Clerk,
David Walton via davidjfwalton@aol.com,
or write to him c/o Park House, Fisherwick,
Lichfield, WS13 8PR.
Alternatively tear out the image you prefer and
pop it in the box at the newsagents shop.

DESIGN B

VERTICAL
SLEEPERS

This design proposes the use of
vertical sleepers (hardwood / marine
grade) spaced apart and to create a
serpentine pattern along the space, to a
maximum height of 1.4m and incorporating
a wooden seating bench. Area in front of the
seating to be laid to porous resin bound gravel and
incorporate existing trough.
Suggested planting – area around vertical sleepers to be
planted with hardy evergreen shrubs, with surrounding area
to grass

VOTE DESIGN B
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Memories of Lockdown

Life during Lockdown!

June Thorne

Cllr Gemma Griffith

Tidy gardens, neat cupboards, newly painted
fences, quiet streets, empty playgrounds, snakes,
cuckoos, badgers, rainbows in windows, lots of
cyclists, raves in woods. All of these are signs of
a locked down Whittington.
The Whittington History Society would very
much welcome your help in creating a record
of these times in an archive to be stored on the
Society’s computer and in the Village Hall.
Have you created something during this time?
Knitted a scarf, baked a feast, learned a language,
put up a shed, painted a picture, learned to ride a
bike, decorated a room, jogged, clapped, trained
the dog, sewn a shirt, planted a rockery, sorted
the photograph albums, found your way round
a computer?

Your memories of this time in the form of
photographs, pictures, stories, poems, accounts,
diaries, would be an invaluable addition
to this archive.
Please send your digital contributions to
p-et-j@ntlworld.com (John and Pamela)
and actual stuff to June Thorne at 12, Church
Street. Anything you send will be very much
appreciated, acknowledged and carefully stored.
We look forward to seeing what you send us.
With grateful thanks
The Whittington History Society.

At work….

At Home….
I must confess that initially the panic set in. I
am a social butterfly mum in her 30s who loves
nothing more than a zoo visit, play dates, drinks
with the girls and eating out. Lockdown stopped
all of that for us all. Like many, my garden and the
good weather became my solace.
Those untidy flower beds, the half fixed chicken
pen, the fence panel that needed to be replaced.
All these tasks were approached with enthusiasm
and over the weeks I became the proud owner
of 4 happy laying hens, a beautifully weeded
wildflower garden and a neat fence line. Online
shopping became my only form of retail therapy
and soon the boxes started to pile up! Keeping
a toddler entertained suddenly required more
imagination, dens, garden picnics and baking as
opposed to soft play, parks and zoos, pastimes
I am determined to keep going with and
appreciate the benefits they bring.

As a police officer the lockdown came along
with a feeling of dread. Instead of getting called to
burglaries in progress we found ourselves getting
called out to BBQs in progress! It was policing
in a surreal moment in our history. We strove to
protect our most vulnerable and made domestic
violence offenders even more of a priority to
arrest. We felt like killjoys as we dispersed family
gatherings, shut down children’s birthday parties
and separated couples just wanting to snatch 5
minutes together, all for the greater good of the
fight against COVID.
Day to day crime decreased with less shops
to steal from, no pubs to get drunk and fight at
and less cars on the road to have accidents. We
found it easier to identify cars up to no good and
had time to focus on drug issues and community
problems. We soon seem to be returning to
normal however as lockdown lifts.

Whittington Cricket Club
John Butler – Club Secretary
Many in the Cricket world up until a few weeks
ago really did not believe that there would be
any games this summer, then finally came the
announcement that cricket, in a modified form,
would begin from 12th July 2020. The season
will take us through to mid-September,
although there are restrictions.

Every Club has been asked to ensure that all
players arrive for games already fully changed and
with their supply of tea for the break between
innings. Here at Whittington there will be a much
reduced amount of junior cricket played, although
youngsters have been encouraged to come along
to net practice and keep in contact with their
coaches. Seniors will be playing league cricket, but
with no promotion or relegation.The Club itself
has re- opened again socially and we have
of players, parents and friends coming along.
A much better scenario than at one point
looked likely.
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Sunbeams Keep on Shining

Girlguiding

Meg Barr

Sam Abell, Lichfield Division Commissioner

What a strange time it has been! Last March,
at Sunbeams, we were looking at some slimy
jelly stuff with little black specks in it. Since
then the little black dots have turned into little
wriggly things, then into tadpoles, then into little
froglets, and now they have all hopped off into
the garden and under the stones nearby! Luckily
we have been able to watch their growing-up
progress on video….which is more than we
have managed for our Sunbeams children!
But we do hope that very soon we will be able
to meet up again, and even more importantly
welcome all the new Sunbeams who have arrived
in the world since March. I have seen quite a few
smart-looking new prams being pushed around

the village, and we do hope that there will be an
opportunity for any little ones from 0 to school
age to meet for play and songs and general
getting-to-know-you chit chat very soon up in
the Church Hall.
Do look out for notices around the village, to
find out what’s happening, or if you wish let me
know your name and contact, and I’ll make sure
you are invited along to our first post-lockdown
session. We welcome all children so long as they
bring a grown-up with them!
Megan and the Sunbeams Leaders
megbarr@yahoo.com 07870 100005

Katie’s Appeal
Gary Young, St Giles Hospice
St Giles Hospice has launched a special appeal
- named Katie’s Appeal - to help supporters
raise funds during the Coronavirus pandemic.
The hospice needs to raise £850,000 every
month just to keep its services operating, and
throughout the COVID-19 crisis its dedicated
care teams have worked 24/7 in hospices and
out in our local community to look after some of
the most vulnerable patients.
As the scale of the pandemic became clear
earlier this year, St Giles made plans to ensure
that funding for its vital care services for patients
and their families could be maintained at a time
when it was forced to close shops and cancel
regular fundraising events.
Katie’s Appeal is named after Katie Taroni,
Clinical Director at the hospice.
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Katie said: “We’ve always said that it takes a
community to make a hospice and our message
to local people is that we’ve never needed you
more than we need you today.
“We’d like to thank everybody who has
contributed to our appeals over the past few
months.The money has been used to support
our vital work for patients at a time when there
is a continuing and ever-growing need for
our services.”

Guiding, like so many clubs has had to reach
out to our girls in new ways during these
‘unprecedented’ times.
Most groups are holding weekly ‘virtual’ meetings
and it is lovely to see so many smiling faces, albeit
through the screen. We are working together
to adapt games and activities for this new way of
delivering Guiding. Girls continue to follow their
Guiding journey by completing the activities the
leaders are sending out and now our Trading
shop is open again, we have placed a very a large
order for badges ready for our presentations
during July.
We took part in the VE day celebrations,
making bunting, completing quizzes, tasting spam
sandwiches and holding picnics in our gardens.
We have also had a sleepover at home. We have
seen a huge variety of ‘dens’, many containing
fairy lights and personalized flags within the
house and in the garden.
A large number of girls have helped the
community, gaining upcycling interest badges by
changing old bedding into scrubs bags for the
NHS, baking cakes for those self-isolating and
delivering medicine to the most vulnerable. Some
girls have learnt British Sign Language, one of my
Brownies has used this as part of her languages
badge and taught us all to sign our Promise and
one of the Guides went on to complete the 16
hour course and assessment (passing with flying
colours) and has used this towards her aspirations
Guide badge.

We are also super proud of Anna. Anna has won
this year’s Blue Peter sports badge competition.
She had to design a Blue Peter badge for the
British athletes to wear at the Tokyo 2020
Olympics (now deferred to 2021)
I am amazed at how well the girls have adapted
and continue to practice the values of our
Guiding promise.The leaders are also awe
inspiring.They give up so much free time to check
in with their girls and have embraced technology
to offer continuity, fun and friendship to the
families and other leaders within Whittington.
We look forward to a time when we can open
our doors again and will always offer a warm
welcome to new members, the young and young
at heart so that we can continue to offer new
adventures and experiences but for now, we will
continue with a virtual meetings.
Sam Abell, Lichfield Division Commissioner.
Please contact Lichfielddivision@gmail.com
for all enquiries and offers of help to join
our team of adults.

The new fundraising campaigns launched as part
of the campaign have included Miles 4 St Giles,
Orange April, GreenCycle, the Solstice Stroll,
Hike from Home and #DonateYourPlate.
St Giles has also recently begun a phased
re-opening of its larger charity shops.
People can find out more about Katie’s Appeal
or make a contribution by visiting www.
stgileshospice.com/katiesappeal.
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Whittington and Fisherwick Fairtrade

The Effects of Covid 19

Steve Barr

Gary Hyde,Vice Chairman

As we all know, things did not go quite to
plan, so, sadly, there were no Big Breakfasts, no
Tempting Teas and no Wine Tasting this year.
We very much hope to be back in 2021 –
fingers firmly crossed. Pencil in May 8th and July
6th (to be confirmed).
However, the Village Market restarted in
June, and so you can find the usual delicious
homemade Fairtrade goodies on the St Giles
Church stall on the Bell car park on the third
Saturday each month. Whittington and Fisherwick
became Fairtrade Villages in 2012 and we have to
renew our Fairtrade status every two years.

Due to the Coronavirus situation, the deadline
for submitting the application was extended,
but we are confident that by the time Connect
lands on your doormat, the certificate taking us
through to 2022 will be on its way.
Contact Steve or Megan Barr on
01543 432605 or stevebarruk@yahoo.com
if you would like to be involved in any way
or just know more

Re-opening of the
Staffordshire Regiment Museum
John Smith
Why not come along, bring your families and
visit the Staffordshire Regimental Museum
which is re-opening on Sat 1st August. During
the last few weeks an army of volunteers has
been beavering away clearing and tidying the
grounds, painting, repairing and setting up new
security measures to ensure the safety of our
visitors during their future visits to the Museum.
The Museum, situated next to the military
barracks on the A51, has one of the best WW1
trench systems in the country, an opportunity to
‘experience’ a soldier’s life during the Great War
living in the trenches.You can picnic in the grounds
and visit the WW2 air raid shelter, the bunkers,
the Staffordshire memorial or view the excellent
collection of armoured vehicles, ranging from
WW2 until the Gulf War in 1991. Or you can just
stroll along the woodland path reading accounts
of our 14 Staffordshire Victoria Cross holders and
stories of military actions
from long ago.
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The Museum itself has a vast range of military
memorabilia, illustrations and accounts covering
the Staffordshire Regiment from its formation
in 1705 to the present date (though now part
of the Mercian Regiment).There are also lots
of activities for the children. Why not view our
website staffordshireregimentmuseum.com for
more information, admission details and future
activities or contact us on 01543434394.

Well, it’s been a strange few months hasn’t it?
New words have entered our normal chit chat.
Lockdown, isolation, social distancing, bubble,
Covid Secure, Stay Alert. Singing Happy Birthday
now resonates with hand washing, not candles
on a cake.
It was a real pleasure to see how the community
spirit rose at the start of the outbreak.
Neighbours checked on the less fortunate and
vulnerable, shopping for essentials for those
shielding and looking out for them on a regular
basis. Our businesses started takeaway services
and deliveries. Our village stores remained open
and continued to serve the needs of the local
people. Facebook and other social media kept
people in touch and the amount of recycling and
upcycling was fantastic.There has been a great
effort to provide supplies for the local foodbank.
We need to say thank you, not only to the
front-line workers, but those in the background
who have been working voluntarily to help those
less fortunate.
Unfortunately, some of the lifelines for the
community in general, the more vulnerable and
those suffering social isolation, were unable to
continue. With the closure of the Village Hall,

the Church Hall, the Pavilion and the Cricket
Club the majority of activities ceased.There were
no organised games and training for football or
cricket, no Flower Club meetings, WI meetings,
Bridge Club, Craft Club, Wednesday Club, Coffee
stop. Mother and toddler groups were unable
to meet. All the equipment in the parks was out
of bounds and life came to a virtual standstill for
many of our residents.
As we are starting to open up again, albeit
slowly, we should not forget to keep in touch
with neighbours and those to whom just a
friendly phone call makes a world of difference.
The Parish Council, along with others, has been
sharing information on a regular basis on its
website and social media page.The Council has
continued to work to sustain village infrastructure
via Zoom meetings.
Our thanks have to go to all the residents
for keeping the Parish virtually Covid free.
We must remain, in the words of the
Government, ALERT, to the dangers
we still face, as it has not gone away.

We have this wonderful facility, here within our
Parish, don’t miss the opportunity of taking up
this military experience.
John R Smith Treasurer, Friends of the
Staffordshire Regiment Museum
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The Whittington

Re-opening Whittington Village Hall

All answers relate to the Parish

Chris Jones
1

At the present time we are not able to give
any indication as to when we will be able to
re- open the hall.
The Government has said that social distancing
measures have been reduced to 1metre plus
and that community centres can open on the 4th
July if adequate safety measures have been put
in place both by the trustees and hirers.These
measures would include amongst other things
risk assessments completed by both the trustees
and hirers and policing of the event by the hirers.

Crossword
Words on Whittington

2

The situation is still far from clear with regards
to numbers and events which can take place in
our hall and whilst we would like to open the
hall our aim has to be to ensure that the hall is
opened safely both for all our users and trustees
and in accordance with all relevant legislation.

3

4
5

6

7

8

9

We will keep you updated as soon as further
information comes to hand.

10

If you have any particular query then please
contact Chris Jones on 01543433190

11

12

13
14
15
16

WI report for August 2020
Gardens have been getting a lot of attention, my
vegetables have never been better. A lot of books
have been read and judging by the enormous
shortage of flour and yeast everyone must have
taken up baking in very large quantities.

Down

12

2

1

13 A man or a cul-de-sac?

What DMS is more commonly
ACROSS
called?

2
2 What DMS is more commonly
66 AAsaintly
institution?
saintly
institution?
The
3
Parish's
77 The
Parish’s
smaller
sibling? sibling?
smaller

As the lockdown is gradually eased we are
hoping to arrange some form of get together
even if it is in someone’s bigger garden where
we can sit at a distance.

Shooting Area?

15 Waterway through the parish

Local Estate Agent?

Outgoing Parish Council
called

14

Chairman?

16 A lane on the route of the 765?

Street off Spring Lane,

18

Pub
in the
middle
the village?
Dyott Ave etc?
1010 Pub
in the
middle
of theofvillage?
14 Where we live?
4
Centre of village sporting life?
14 Where we live?
A Greenthrough
Lane?the Parish?
1517 Waterway

5

19
Goes with Spring, Cappers,
DOWN
1 Noddington
Shooting etc?
Area

9

Neal,The, Swan?

11

Crescent or Doctors?

Bramley?
Recently re-opened hostelry?

A wizard address?

19 AGoes
Communityetc
Farm?
17
Greenwith
Lane?Spring, Cappers,8Noddington

2
3
4
5
8
9
11

Outgoing Parish Council Chairman
Street off Spring Lane, Dyott Avenue etc
Centre of village sporting life
A wizard address?
Community Farm
Neal, The, Swan
Crescent or Doctors?

Answers

3. RockFarmRoad
4. BitEndField
5. Merlin
8. Woodhouse
9. Croft
11. Langton

12. Dan
13. Neal
14. Way
16. Back
18. Dog

1
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Across

15. Canal
17.Sandy
19. Lane
Down
1. Ranges
2. Bennett

Everything had been very quiet until we got the
hang of Zoom, we are all learning a lot of new
tricks!! A couple of chat sessions have taken place
which meant we could actually see a few faces,
that was lovely. During the pandemic a few of the
industrious members have been making laundry
bags and masks.These went to various hospitals
and nursing homes. Now masks are being made
to sell on the monthly market, all cotton
and washable.

18

Across
2. Barracks
6. Giles
7. Fisherwick
10. Bell
14. Whittington

The last time we were able to meet up was
March and that luckily was our Annual Meeting,
so we welcomed two new committee members,
then we had a fish and chips supper. We never
expected that this would be the last time we
would see each other for many months to
come.
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